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I am writing on behalf of the Shelter and Housing Justice Network, a network of
homelessness and housing advocates, shelter providers, healthcare professionals, faith
leaders, legal workers, and researchers who have come together to address the issue of
homelessness in Canada on a local, provincial, and national level.
You have before you what you're told is a plan to transition out of the shelter-hotel system
that was initiated in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. There are multiple problems
with the report.
First and foremost, this is not a plan. This report contains insufficient details to be enacted,
aside from closing 231 shelter spaces by May 15, 2022. The only other concrete detail
included is that it binds SSHA to close all shelter-hotels by April 30, 2023, unless it
obtains additional Council approval, regardless of where shelter-hotel residents have been
placed, their wellbeing, the state of the pandemic or any other circumstances.
I commend the city for keeping many of the shelter-hotels open until the spring of 2023.
However, planning to close several facilities this year without sufficient plans in place,
and planning to close all the facilities without the ability to accommodate people is
irresponsible and negligent. Further, while shelter-hotels are obviously inadequate in
many ways, they are actually far better than congregate sites. The closure of these sites is
a regression in the system, and the unilateral closure without consulting with the residents
is a gross injustice.
Numbers Don’t Add Up
First, I want to draw your attention to some simple mathematical realities.
There were 9,559 people who are “actively homeless” in the City of Toronto shelter
system, as of February 2022.1
The shelters are full, and people are being turned away. There were 7,812 people in the
shelter system on Monday March 21, 2022.2 The emergency shelter and family systems
were 99.1% full; the shelter-hotel system was 99.3% full. This far exceeds the 90%
capacity cap set by Toronto City Council.3 This means that many people were turned
away that night. How many we don’t know because this is a carefully guarded secret.
We know that last winter an average of 38 people a day had nowhere to go come 4:00
AM and they were simply erased from the system. This year we've asked for this data
and SSHA has refused to give it; members of the media have asked for this data and
SSHA has refused to give it. At least one freedom of information request has been filed
to obtain this data, but SSHA has obstructed FOI requests. Based on the one night’s
worth of data that I have from this year, I believe that people are turned away at
significantly higher rates than last year; and I suspect that this is the reason why SSHA
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refuses to make these numbers public.4 I implore you to ask SSHA what the average number of people
who were turned away at 4:00 AM (service queue data) and the average number of people who were
turned away at the time of call between (wrap-up code data) between October 30, 2021 and February 28,
2022.5
Indeed, by most measures, homelessness continues to worsen in this city. The number of chronically
homeless people increased from 48% to 77% between 2018 and 2021.6 The reality is that, while the total
number of unhoused people decreased due to pandemic related factors, the number of “chronically
homeless” people increased by about 1,474 people.

Table 1: Changes in Homelessness, 2018-2021
Chronically homeless

2018
48%

2021 Change
77%
29%

Total population

8,715

7,347

-1,368

Total chronically homeless

4,183

5,657

1,474

SSHA justifies closing shelter-hotels on the grounds that the City will house many of the people in them.
But only 8% of the people who were moved into the shelter-hotels have been housed.7 SSHA’s ability to
house people has gone down year over year, as the below two charts illustrate. In 2021, SSHA housed
fewer than half the number of people it housed in 2018 or 2019, as the rate and number of people unhoused
for longer than six months climbed dramatically.8
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As Chronic Homelessness Increases,
Housing First Placements Decrease
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SSHA makes no concrete commitments to house any of the 3,200 people currently residing in the shelterhotels.
Indeed, SSHA only states that it can create up to 1,100 spaces in the shelter system by reducing social
distancing. Setting aside the reasonableness of this position for now, the math doesn't add up.
This plan also fails to factor in the reality that the shelter system is going in the wrong direction. Last
year 4,888 more people entered the system than left it. This year, 284 more people have entered the
shelter system and 126 fewer people have been housed than last year at this time – that is to say the City
is taking in more people than last year and not doing as good a job as housing them as last year so this
number will be higher unless this trend reverses somehow.9
Even with 1,100 spaces, 2,200 people from the shelter-hotels have to be moved, in addition to the new
people coming into the system. A conservative forecast estimates that there is a deficit of about 4,300 beds
with the existing plan – this is not counting the people rendered invisible because they never get a bed in
the first place.
Table 2: Conservative Projected Deficit in Shelter Space: May 202310
Shelter Spaces
Closure of Better Living Centre
Closure of 1684 Queen E.
SSHA Shelter clients
Space Deficit

7993
-187
-44
-9559
-1797

Shelter-hotel residents
3,200
Space deficit
-1,797
Projected shelter net inflow
2,211
Total
5,411
Social distance spaces
-1,100
Projected Space Deficit 4,311
The math doesn't work.
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The math demonstrates that this so-called plan is fundamentally irresponsible. The 3,000 housing units
that SSHA discuss is no where near the number of beds that we need, they don’t yet exist and SSHA has
failed to meet its housing creation goals in the past.11
This plan is irresponsible and endangers people. By removing social distancing, it puts an already
vulnerable community at even more heightened risk. Reducing the distance between beds doesn't mean
that there is 1.75 meters laterally because people move off their beds. People share eating areas and
bathroom areas and 1,100 more people in these spaces dramatically increases the likelihood of infection.
Eviction and Violence
This plan is violent. This plan will lead to the forcible eviction of people. Many of these people have
already been forcibly evicted from encampments. Many people in shelter-hotels were coerced into them
on the promise of housing that it is becoming ever more apparent will never arrive. And now they will be
displaced into congregate settings or forced into the parks where you will criminalize them - where they
will be at risk of being beaten by the police again. Many of the people who leave the shelter-hotels will
not go into congregate settings. Voting for this plan is a vote to force people into the position of moving
into the parks, where they have some more access to services and supports but are more visible and more
at risk of criminalization, or into the deep woods, where they have less services and may be at more risk
of overdose or violence but are more likely to live in peace from the police.
When I speak of violence, it is important to address SSHA’s plan about additional capacity which could
be garnered by putting two people in the same room - something called double bunking in the prison
system. This has been connected to widespread violence in the prisons. It raises significant alarm bells
that SSHA is considering this measure.
Between March 2016 and March 2021 there were over 10,000 incidents of violence in the shelter system.12
These incidents would have largely occurred in congregate sites. When two strangers or near strangers are
put in a small, enclosed space behind what could be a locked door it is a potential recipe for disaster.
What is the plan here? That security maybe down a long corridor and maybe available to respond to
someone screams if they hear them? That somebody be moved after they are brutalized if they feel safe
enough to report it? Is there a set number of rapes or beatings that is deemed acceptable in order to get
extra space out of the shelter-hotels while they're open?
When two people get into a fight in the shelter system both people are often kicked out which means that
victims who report abuse that occurs behind closed doors would likely face being sent out into the street.
So, is the plan to force people to have to choose between a violence they know in a hotel room and an
unknown violence in the street?
What does it say about SSHA and the value that they place on the people that they supposedly care for
that they would contemplate this? What does it say about you, Councillors, if you pass it?
Consultation with Residents
SSHA has refused to adequately engage shelter-hotel residence about their fate. They are undergoing a
consultation process right now about closing the shelter-hotels and yet they release the plan before that
process is over. What does that say about SSHA and its regard for the community? This consultation
process, however, does not include, by any adequate measure, shelter-hotel residents.
An annual survey is inadequate in terms of consultation. Consulting with a select committee of “people
with lived experienced” who are largely detached from both homelessness and the shelter system That are
put forward by an organization that's received funding from SSH a is inadequate. What does it say about
SSHA that it refuses to engage in meaningful dialogue with the people whose planned evictions they're
bringing forward to you right now? And what does it say about Councillors who support these evictions
without ever engaging with those residents themselves or ensuring that staff have?
Fundamentally, this is a housing crisis and the only solution to a housing crisis is housing. It's not
affordable housing which is inaccessible to people on social assistance - it is rent geared to income
11
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housing. Those of you who are on the Executive Committee can take action next week to expropriate 214230 Sherbourne Street so it can be turned into some of the desperately needed rent geared to income
housing in the Downtown East End.
We all want to see a city that doesn't need a shelter system the size that it is - or even at all.
But simply closing down large pieces of it and pretending things will work out isn't a plan it's a disaster
waiting to happen; it's negligent and it's cruel.
This is the plan we need:
•

Shelter, Support and Housing Administration report back in the third quarter and update this
Committee:
1. its progress in meeting its goal of creating the housing units it committed to in the
Homelessness Solutions Service Plan and in this report;
2. the shelter bed deficit;
3. how many people are being turned away daily (wrap-up code and service queue data);
4. the specific relocation strategy for each shelter-hotel that may close in the next 120 days,
including information about how many times each resident has met with a housing worker
and,
5. the outcome of meaningful consultations with shelter-hotel residents.
This way, this Committee can ensure no shelter-hotels are closed without sufficient safe-guards
and human rights protections are in place.

•

Keep the shelter-hotels open and take direction from the residents as to where they want to go.
Don’t close them until the residents have places to go that they deem adequate.

•

Improve the quality of shelter-hotels while they are open – based on feedback from residents.
The shelter-hotels have been a part of the shelter system for over a decade and have no operating
standards.

•

Lift the by-law criminalizing camping in parks.

•

Expropriate 214-230 Sherbourne St. for RGI housing.

•

Eliminate the shelter bed deficit before closing any shelter-hotels. This is the only way that the
shelter-hotels can be responsibly closed. This would not even bring the system to the 90%
capacity that Council has committed to.

•

Build 10,000 units of RGI housing immediately and an additional 5,000 units a year thereafter.

Sincerely,

Dr. A.J. Withers for the Shelter and Housing Justice Network
Adjunct Faculty
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